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Flame size and heat transfer correlations for the surface burning of a ceiling and implications for the structure of ceiling flames
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Proposal of the estimation of the heat transfer coefficient on the building surfaces as the wall function of the k-e model focused on the outdoor thermal environment Part 1: field measurements on both horizontal roof surfaces and vertical wall surfaces of a test-house

Effectiveness of ceiling radiation cooling/heating system using well water and assessment of comfortability by residents in experimental house

Numerical evaluation of residential ventilation systems' performance — From the point of view of long-term exposure to pollutants and energy consumption —

Analysis on turbulence structure of the buoyant room airflow through budgets of Reynolds stresses and turbulent heat fluxes based on les database

Field investigations on in museums and examination of methods for monitoring, Pilot study for air quality guidelines in museums Part 1

Evolution of chiller water thermal energy storage hvac systems with large water temperature differences by simulation

A study on prediction control of the latent storage floor-heating system in an office room under air conditioning. Prediction control of the required thermal energy using temperature simulation model, aussem Part 1: theoretical frame of the model and results of standard solution

A study on the reproduction of the actual space on the virtual simulation system for the residential environment The evaluation on brightness, space and length perception and a sense of reality

A mathematical model on design of banks of elevators in the office building — Optimal design for working system using genetic algorithm

Architectural planning of playrooms in children's hospital wards from a play-environment point of view

A study on sitting behaviors of visitors of art museums in a day of outing activities

A study of resident's physical setting in a common space Analytical case study of a nursing home with private rooms

Design theories of contemporary japanese architects on public architecture Study on social aspects of residential architecture in Japan

Optimization system of sub-package problem in building construction project using mathematical programming

A study of regional variations of canhau peduncle types in the core of the ninangkabua area Considerations about relations between form and regional background

The influence of "the policy of bridge construction" on main industry in the island — Case study on the change over time of earthquake disaster danger caused by expansion of developed areas — Analysis on emergency rescue, refuge, and blockade of densely inhabited district in yokohama city
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